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Abstract— This paper proposes a distributed Multi-Agent
Reinforcement Learning (MARL) algorithm for a team of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The proposed MARL al-
gorithm allows UAVs to learn cooperatively to provide a full
coverage of an unknown field of interest while minimizing the
overlapping sections among their field of views. Two challenges
in MARL for such a system are discussed in the paper: firstly,
the complex dynamic of the joint-actions of the UAV team, that
will be solved using game-theoretic correlated equilibrium, and
secondly, the challenge in huge dimensional state space repre-
sentation will be tackled with efficient function approximation
techniques. We also provide our experimental results in detail
with both simulation and physical implementation to show that
the UAV team can successfully learn to accomplish the task.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimal sensing coverage is an active research branch.
Solutions have been proposed in previous work, for instance,
by solving general locational optimization problem [1], using
Voronoi partitions [2], [3], using potential field methods [4],
[5], or scalar field mapping [6], [7]. In most of those work,
authors made assumption about the mathematical model of
the environment, such as distribution model of the field or
the predefined coverage path [8], [9]. In reality, however, it
is very difficult to have an accurate model, because its data
is normally limited or unavailable.
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), or drones, have already
become popular in human society, with a wide range of
application, from retailing business to environmental issues.
The ability to provide visual information with low costs
and high flexibility makes the drones preferable equipment
in tasks relating to field coverage and monitoring, such
as in wildfire monitoring [10], or search and rescue [11].
In such applications, usually a team of UAVs could be
deployed to increase the coverage range and reliability of
the mission. As with other multi-agent systems [12], [13],
the important challenges in designing an autonomous team
of UAVs for field coverage include dealing with the dynamic
complexity of the interaction between the UAVs so that they
can coordinate to accomplish a common team goal.
Model-free learning algorithms, such as Reinforcement
learning (RL), would be a natural approach to address the
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aforementioned challenges relating to the required accurate
mathematical models for the environment, and the complex
behaviors of the system. These algorithms will allow each
agent in the team to learn new behavior, or reach consensus
with others [14], without depending on a model of the
environment [15]. Among them, RL is popular because it is
relatively generic to address a wide range of problem, while
it is simple to implement.
Classic individual RL algorithms have already been ex-
tensively researched in UAV applications. Previous papers
focus on applying RL algorithm into UAV control to achieve
desired trajectory tracking/following [16], or discussion of
using RL to improve the performance in UAV applica-
tion [17]. Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL)
is also an active field of research. In multi-agent systems
(MAS), agents’ behaviors cannot be fully designed as priori
due to the complicated nature, therefore, the ability to learn
appropriate behaviors and interactions will provide a huge
advantage for the system. This particularly benefits the sys-
tem when new agents are introduced, or the environment is
changed [18]. Recent publications concerning the possibility
of applying MARL into a variety of applications, such as in
autonomous driving [19], or traffic control [20].
In robotics, efforts have been focused on robotic system
coordination and collaboration [21], transfer learning [22],
or multi-target observation [23]. For robot path planning and
control, most prior research focuses on classic problems,
such as navigation and collision avoidance [24], object
carrying by robot teams [25], or pursuing preys/avoiding
predators [26], [27]. Many other papers in multi-robotic sys-
tems even simplified the dynamic nature of the system to use
individual agent learning such as classic RL algorithm [28],
or actor-critic model [29]. To our best knowledge, not so
many works available addressed the complexity of MARL
in a multi-UAV system and their daily missions such as
optimal sensing coverage. In this paper, we propose how
a MARL algorithm can be applied to solve an optimal
coverage problem. We address two challenges in MARL: (1)
the complex dynamic of the joint-actions of the UAV team,
that will be solved using game-theoric correlated equilibrium,
and (2) the challenge in huge dimensional state space will
be tackled with an efficient space-reduced representation of
the value function.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II details on the optimal field coverage problem
formulation. In section III, we discuss our approach to solve
the problem and the design of the learning algorithm. Basics
in MARL will also be covered. We present our experimental
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result in section IV with a comprehensive simulation, fol-
lowed by an implementation with physical UAVs in a lab
setting. Finally, section V concludes our paper and layouts
future work.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Fig. 1. A team of UAVs to cover a field of interest F . A UAV can
enlarge the FOV by flying higher, but risk in getting overlapped with other
UAVs in the system. Minimizing overlap will increase the field coverage
and resolution.
In an mission like exploring a new environment such as
monitoring an oil spilling or an wildfire area, it is growing
interest to send out a fleet of UAVs acting as a mobile
sensor network, as it provides many advantages comparing
to traditional static monitoring methods [6]. In such mission,
the UAV team needs to surround the field of interest to get
more information, for example, visual data. Suppose that we
have a team of quadrotor-type UAVs (Figure 1). Each UAV is
an independent decision maker, thus the system is distributed.
They can localize itself using on-board localization system,
such as using GPS. They can also exchange information
with other UAVs through communication links. Each UAV
equipped with identical downward facing cameras provides
it a square field of view (FOV). The camera of each UAV
and its FOV form a pyramid with half-angles θT = [θ1, θ2]T
(Figure 2). A point q is covered by the FOV of UAV i if it
satisfies the following equations:
||q − ci||
zi
≤ tan θT , (1)
where ci is the lateral-projected position, and zi is the
altitude of the UAV i, respectively. The objective of the
team is not only to provide a full coverage over the shape
of the field of interest F under their UAVs’ FOV, but also
to minimize overlapping other UAVs’ FOV to improve the
efficiency of the team (e.g., minimizing overlap can increase
resolution of field coverage). A UAV covers F by trying to
put a section of it under its FOV. It can enlarge the FOV to
cover a larger section by increasing the altitude zi according
to (1), however it may risk overlapping other UAVs’ FOV
in doing so. Formally speaking, let us consider a field F of
arbitrarily shapes. Let p1, p2, ..., pm denote the positions of
Fig. 2. Field of view of each UAV.
m UAV 1, 2, ...,m, respectively. Each UAV i has a square
FOV projected on the environment plane, denoted as Bi.
Let f(q, p1, p2, ..., pm) represents a combined areas under
the FOVs of the UAVs. The team has a cost function H
represented by:
H =
∫
q∈F
f(q, p1, p2, ..., pm)Φ(q)dq
−
∫
q∈Bi∩Bj ,∀i,j∈m
f(q, p1, p2, ..., pm)Φ(q)dq,
(2)
where Φ(q) measures the importance of a specific area. In a
plain field of interest, Φ(q) is constant.
The problem can be solved using traditional methods,
such as, using Voronoi partitions [2], [3], or using potential
field methods [4], [5]. Most of these works proposed model-
based approach, where authors made assumption about the
mathematical model of the environment, such as the shape
of the target [8], [9]. In reality, however, it is very difficult
to obtain an accurate model, because the data of the envi-
ronment is normally insufficiently or unavailable. This can
be problematic, as the systems may fail if using incorrect
models. On the other hand, many learning algorithm, such
as RL algorithms, rely only on the data obtained directly
from the system, would be a natural option to address the
problem.
III. ALGORITHM
A. Reinforcement Learning and Multi-Agent Reinforcement
Learning
Classic RL defines the learning process happens when a
decision maker, or an agent, interacts with the environment.
During the learning process, the agent will select the ap-
propriate actions when presented a situation at each state
according to a policy pi, to maximize a numerical reward
signal, that measures the performance of the agent, feedback
from the environment. In MAS, the agents interact with
not only the environment, but also with other agents in
the system, making their interactions more complex. The
state transition of the system is more complicated, resulting
from a join action containing all the actions of all agents
taking at a time step. The agents in the system now must
also consider other agents states and actions to coordinate
and/or compete with. Assuming that the environment has
Markovian property, where the next state and reward of an
agent only depends on the current state, the Multi-Agent
Learning model can be generalized as a Markov game <
m, {S}, {A}, T,R >, where:
• m is the number of agents in the system.
• {S} is the joint state space {S} = S1×S2× ...×Sm,
where Si, i = 1, ...,m is the individual state space of
an agent i. At time step k, the individual state of agent
i is denoted as si,k. The joint state at time step k is
denoted as Sk = {s1,k, s2,k, ..., sm,k}.
• {A} is the joint action space, {A} = A1 × A2 ×
... × Am, where Ai, i = 1, ...,m is the individual
action space of an agent i. Each joint action at time
k is denoted as Ak ∈ {A} while the individual ac-
tion of agent i is denoted as ai,k. We have: Ak =
{a1,k, a2,k, ..., am,k}.
• T is the transition probability function, T : S×A×S→
[0, 1], is the probability of agent i that takes action
ai,k to move from state si,k to state si,k+1. Gener-
ally, it is represented by a probability: T (si,k, ai,k) =
P (si,k+1|si,k, ai,k) = Pi(ak).
• R is the individual reward function: R : S × A → R
that specifies the immediate reward of the agent i for
getting from si,k at time step k to state si,k+1 at time
step k+ 1 after taking action ai,k. In MARL, the team
has a global reward GR : {S}×{A} → R in achieving
the team’s objective. We have: GR(Sk, Ak) = rk+1.
The agents seek to optimize expected rewards in an
episode by determining which action to take that will have
the highest return in the long run. In single agent learning,
a value function Q(sk, ak), A × S → R, helps quantify
strategically how good the agent will be if it takes an action
ak at state sk, by calculating its expected return obtained over
an episode. In MARL, the action-state value function of each
agent also depends on the joint state and joint action [30],
represented as:
Q(si,k, ai,k, s−i,k, a−i,k) = Q(Sk, Ak) = E{
∞∑
k
γri,k+1},
(3)
where 0 < γ ≤ 1 is the discount factor of the learning.
This function is also called Q-function. It is obvious that
the state space and action space, as well as the value
function in MARL is much larger than in individual RL,
therefore MARL would require much larger memory space,
that will be a huge challenge concerning the scalability of
the problem.
B. Correlated Equilibrium
In order to accomplish the team’s goal, the agents must
reach consensus in selecting actions. The set of actions that
they agreed to choose is called a joint action, Ak ∈ {A}.
Such an agreement can be evaluated at equilibrium, such
as Nash equilibrium (NE) [24] or Correlated equilibrium
(CE) [31]. Unlike NE, CE can be solved with the help of
linear programming (LP) [32]. Inspired by [31] and [25],
in this work we use a strategy that computes the optimal
policy by finding the CE equilibrium for the agents in the
systems. From the general problem of finding CE in game
theory [32], we formulate a LP to help find the stable action
for each agent as follows:
pi(Ak) = arg max
Ak
{
m∑
i=1
Qi,k(Sk, Ak))Pi(ak)}.
subject to:∑
ak∈Ai
Pi(ak) = 1,∀i ∈ {m}
Pi(ak) ≥ 0,∀i ∈ {m},∀ak ∈ Ai∑
a′k∈Ai
[Qi,k(Sk, ak, Ak,−i)−Qi,k(Sk, a′k, Ak,−i)]Pi(ak)
≥ 0,∀i ∈ {m}.
(4)
Here, Pi(ak) is the probability of UAV i selecting action
a at time k, and A−i denotes the rest of the actions of
other agents. Solving LP has long been researched by the
optimization community. In this work, we use a state-of-the-
art program from the community to help us solve the above
LP.
C. Learning Design
In this section, we design a MARL algorithm to solve
our problem formulated in section II. We assume that the
system is fully observable. We also assume the UAVs are
identical, and operated in the same environment, and have
identical sets of states and actions: S1 = S2 = ... = Sm,
and A1 = A2 = ... = Am.
The state space and action space set of each agent
should be represented as discrete finite sets approximately,
to guarantee the convergence of the RL algorithm [33]. We
consider the environment as a 3-D grid, containing a finite
set of cubes, with the center of each cube represents a
discrete location of the environment. The state of an UAV
i is defined as its approximate position in the environment,
si,k , [xc, yc, zc] ∈ S, where xc, yc, zc are the coordinates of
the center of a cube c at time step k. The objective equation
(2) now becomes:
maxH
Sk∈{S}
= arg max
Sk∈{S}
{
∑
i
fi(Sk)−
∑
i
oi(Sk)}, (5)
where fi : {S} → R is the count of squares, or cells,
approximating the field F under the FOV of UAV i, and
oi : {S} → R is the total number of cells overlapped with
other UAVs.
To navigate, each UAV i can take an action ai,k out of a
set of six possible actions A: heading North, West, South or
East in lateral direction, or go Up or Down to change the
altitude. Note that if the UAV stays in a state near the border
of the environment, and selects an action that takes it out of
the space, it should stay still in the current state. Certainly,
the action ai,k belongs to an optimal joint-action strategy
Ak resulted from (4). Note that in case multiple equilibrium
exists, since each UAV is an independent agent, they can
choose different equilibrium, making their respective actions
deviate from the optimal joint action to a sub-optimal joint
action. To overcome this, we employ a mechanism called
social conventions [34], where the UAVs take turn to carry
out an action. Each UAV is assigned with a specific ranking
order. When considering the optimal joint action sets, the one
with higher order will have priority to choose its action first,
and let the subsequent one know its action. The other UAVs
then can match their actions with respect to the selected
action. To ensure collision avoidance, lower-ranking UAVs
cannot take an action that will lead to the newly occupied
states of higher-ranking UAVs in the system. By this, at a
time step k, only one unique joint action will be agreed
among the UAV’s.
Defining the reward in MARL is another open problem
due to the dynamic nature of the system [18]. In this
paper, the individual reward that each agent receives can be
considered as the total number of cells it covered, minus
the cells overlapping with other agents. However, a global
team goal would help the team to accomplish the task
quicker, and also speed up the learning process to converge
faster [25]. We define the global team’s reward is a function
GR : {S} × {A} → R that weights the entire team’s joint
state Sk and joint action Ak at time step k in achieving (5).
The agent only receives reward if the team’s goal reached:
GR(Sk, Ak) =
{
r, if
∑
i fi(Sk) ≥ fb,
∑
i oi(Sk) ≤ 0
0, otherwise.
(6)
where fb ∈ R is an acceptable bound of the field being
covered. During the course of learning, the state - action
value function Qi,k(si, ai) for each agent i at time k can be
iteratively updated as in Multi-Agent Q - learning algorithm,
similar to those proposed in [25], [30]:
Qi,k+1(Sk, Ak)← (1− α)Qi,k(Sk, Ak) + α[GR(Sk, Ak)
+ γ max
A′in{A}
Qi,k(Sk+1, A
′)],
(7)
where 0 < α ≤ 1 is the learning rate, and γ is the discount
rate of the RL algorithm. The term max
A′in{A}
Qi,k(Sk+1, A
′)
derived from (4) at joint state Sk+1.
D. Approximate Multi-Agent Q-learning
In MARL, each agent updates its value function with
respect to other agents’ state and action, therefore the state
and action variable dimensions can grow exponentially if
we increase the number of agent in the system. This makes
value function representation a challenge. Consider the value
function Qi,k+1(Sk, Ak) in (3), the space needed to store all
the possible state - action pairs is |S1| · |S2|... · |Sm| · |A1| ·
|A2|...|Am| = |Si|m|Ai|m.
Works have been proposed in the literature to tackle
the problem: using graph theory [35] to decompose the
global Q-function into a local function concerning only a
subset of the agents, reducing dimension of Q-table [36], or
eliminating other agents to reduce the space [37]. However,
most previous approaches require additional step to reduce
the space, that may place more pressure on the already-
intense calculation time. In this work, we employ simple
approximation techniques [38]: Fixed Sparse Representation
(FSR) and Radial Basis Function (RBF) to map the original
Q to a parameter vector θ by using state and action -
dependent basis functions φ : {S} × {A} → R:
Qˆi,k(Sk, Ak) =
∑
l
φl(Sk, Ak)θi,l = φ
T (Sk, Ak)θi, (8)
The FSR scheme uses a column vector φ(S,A) of the size
D · |{A}|, where D is the sum of dimensions of the state
space. For example, if the state space is a 3-D space: X ×
Y ×Z, then D = X + Y +Z. Each element in φ is defined
as follows:
φ(x, y) =
{
1, if x = Sk, y = Ak;
0, otherwise.
(9)
In RBF scheme, we can use a column vector φ of l · |{A}|
element, each can be calculated as:
φ(l, y) =
 e−
Sk−cl
2µ2
l , ify = Ak;
0, otherwise,
(10)
where cl is the center and µl is the radius of l pre-defined
basis functions that have the shape of a Gaussian bell.
The φ(S,A) and θi in FSR and RBF schemes are column
vectors of the size D · |{A}| and l · |{A}|, respectively, which
is much less than the space required in the original Q-value
function. For instance, if we deploy 3 agents on a space of
7 × 7 × 4, and each agent has 6 actions, the original Q-
table size would have (7 · 7 · 7 · 6)3 = 1.6 · 109 numbers
in it. Compare to the total space required for approximated
parameter vectors in FSR scheme is 3 · (7 + 7 + 4) · 63) =
3.8 · 103, and in RBF scheme is just 3 · 8 · 6 = 144 numbers,
the required space is hugely saved.
After approximation, the update rule in (7) for Q-function
becomes the update rule for the parameter [33] set of each
UAV i:
θi,k+1 ← θi,k + α[GR(Sk, Ak)
+ γ max
A′in{A}
(φT (Sk+1, A
′)θi,k)
− (φT (Sk, Ak)θi,k]φ(Sk, Ak).
(11)
E. Algorithm
We propose our learning process as Algorithm 1. The
algorithm required learning rate α, discount factor γ, and a
schedule {k}. The learning process is divided into episodes,
with arbitrarily-initialized UAVs’ states in each episode.
We use a greedy policy pi with a big initial  to increase
the exploration actions in the early stages, but it will be
diminished over time to focus on finding optimal joint action
according to (4). Each UAV will evaluate their performance
based on a global reward function in (6), and update the
approximated value function of their states and action using
the law (11) in a distributed manner.
Algorithm 1: MULTI-AGENT APPROXIMATED EQUILIBRIUM-BASED Q-LEARNING.
Input: Learning parameters: Discount factor γ, learning rate α, schedule {k}, number of step per episode L
Input: Basis Function vector φ(S,A), ∀si,0 ∈ Si, ∀ai,0 ∈ Ai
1 Initialize θi,0 ← 0, i = 1, ...,m;
2 for episode = 1, 2, ... do
3 Randomly initialize state si,0, ∀i
4 for k = 0, 1, 2, ... do
5 for i = 0, 1, 2, ...,m do
6 Exchange information with other UAVs to obtain their state sj,k and parameters θj , j 6= i, j = 1...m
7
pi(Ak) =
{
Find an optimal joint-action (strategy) by solving (4), with probability 1− k
Take a random joint action, otherwise.
Decide unique joint action Ak, and take individual joint action according to social conventions rule
8 Receive other UAVs’ new states sj,k+1|j 6= i, j − 1, ...,m
9 Observe global reward rk+1 = GR(Sk, Ak)
10 Update:
θi,k+1 ← θi,k + α[GR(Sk, Ak) + γ max
A′in{A}
(φT (Sk+1, A
′)θi,k)− (φT (Sk, Ak)θi,k]φ(Sk, Ak).
Output: parameter vector θi, i = 1...m and policy pi
(a) k = 1 (b) k = 10 (c) k = 22 (d) k = 35
Fig. 3. 2-D result showing the FOV of 3 UAVs collaborate in the last learning episode to provide a full coverage of the unknown field F with discrete
points denoted by ∗ mark, while avoiding overlapping others.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 4. Different optimal solutions show the configuration of the FOV of 3 UAVs with a full coverage and no discrete point (∗ mark) overlapped.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Simulation
We set up a simulation on MATLAB environment to prove
the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. Consider our
environment space as a 7× 7× 5 discrete 3-D space, and a
field of interest F on a grid board with an unknown shape
(Figure 3). The system has m = 3 UAVs, each UAV can
take six possible actions to navigate: forward, backward, go
left, go right, go up or go down. Each UAV in the team will
have a positive reward r = 0.1 if the team covers the whole
field F with no overlapping, otherwise it receives r = 0.
We implement the proposed algorithm 1 with both approx-
imation schemes: FSR and RBF, and compare their perfor-
mance with a baseline algorithm. For the baseline algorithm,
Fig. 5. 3-D representation of the UAV team covering the field.
Fig. 6. Number of steps the team UAV took over episodes to derive the
optimal solution.
Fig. 7. Physical implementation with 2 ARdrones. The UAVs cooperate to
cover a field consists of black markers, while avoid overlapping each other.
the agents seek to solve the problem by optimizing individual
performance, that is to maximize their own coverage of the
field F , and stay away from overlapping others to avoid
a penalty of −0.01 for each overlapping square. For the
proposed algorithm, both schemes use learning rate α = 0.1,
discount rate γ = 0.9, and  = 0.9 for the greedy policy
which is diminished over time. To find CE for the agents in
(4), we utilize an optimization package for MATLAB from
CVX [39].
Our simulation on MATLAB shows that, in both FSR
and RBF schemes after some training episodes the proposed
algorithm allows UAV team to organize in several optimal
configurations that fully cover the field while having no over-
lapping, while the baseline algorithm fails in most episodes.
Figure 3 shows how the UAVs coordinated to cover the field
F in the last learning episode in 2D. Figure 4 shows a result
of different solutions of the 3 UAV’s FOV configuration with
no overlapping. For a clearer view, Figure 5 shows the UAVs
team and their FOVs in 3D environment in the last episode
of the FSR scheme.
Figure 6 shows the number of steps per episode the team
took to converge to optimal solution. The baseline algorithm
fails to converge, so it took maximum number of steps
(2000), while the two schemes using proposed algorithm
converged nicely. Interestingly, it took longer for the RBF
scheme to converge, compare to the FSR scheme. It is
likely due to the difference in accuracy of the approximation
techniques, where RBF scheme has worse accuracy.
B. Implementation
In this section, we implement a lab-setting experiment for
2 UAVs to cover the field of interest F with the similar
specification as of the simulation, in an environment space
as a 7×7×4 discrete 3-D space. We use a quadrotor Parrot
AR Drone 2.0, and the Motion Capture System from Motion
Analysis [40] to provide state estimation. The UAVs are
controlled by a simple PD position controller [41].
We carried out the experiment using the FSR scheme, with
similar parameters to the simulation, but now for only 2
UAVs. Each would have a positive reward r = 0.1 if the team
covers the whole field F with no overlapping, and r = 0
otherwise. The learning rate was α = 0.1, and discount rate
γ = 0.9,  = 0.9, which was diminished over time. Similar
to the simulation result, the UAV team also accomplished
the mission, with two UAVs coordinated to cover the whole
field without overlapping each other, as showed in (Figure
7).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a MARL algorithm that can be
applied to a team of UAVs that enable them to cooperatively
learn to provide full coverage of an unknown field of interest,
while minimizing the overlapping sections among their field
of views. The complex dynamic of the joint-actions of the
UAV team has been solved using game-theoretic correlated
equilibrium. The challenge in huge dimensional state space
has been also tackled with FSR and RBF approximation
techniques that significantly reduce the space required to
store the variables. We also provide our experimental results
with both simulation and physical implementation to show
that the UAVs can successfully learn to accomplish the task
without the need of a mathematical model. In the future, we
are interested in using Deep Learning to reduce computation
time, especially in finding CE. We will also consider to work
in more important application where the dynamic of the field
presents, such as in wildfire monitoring.
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